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GENESIS
The History of RHONMANRACE begins in 2015, between Patrick 
Castellani,
Sports Coach and Martial Alvarez, Mayor of Port Saint Louis du Rhône.
A sports enthusiast while the latter intends to carry out innovative
projects for his city.

It has been several months since Patrick dreamed of organizing a major 
race. Quickly the project takes shape and the place of the race falls under
the direction: the Rhone, its beaches
and its mouth will be the decor ....

But this protected environment and its ecosystem are fragile, that's why
the race must be ethical and exemplary in ecology baths.
Environmental awareness will be paramount ...



THE MEETINGS

In February 2017, the meeting with Francis Magnanou, CEO of SOLOLA EVENEMENT and organizer of the biggest obstacle 
races in France (SPARTAN RACE) gives a new dimension to the project.
The current passes between the two men and the site of Port Saint Louis of the Rhone ....

In April 2017, a second meeting will be decisive for the evolution of the project. It is in Biarritz that Didier Lafitte organizer 
of the largest paddling event at the Paris Boat Show, the NAUTIC PADDLE, which this year becomes the Nautic Paddle, falls 
under the spell of the project.

After several visits and surveys, it is decided to make a race that will bring together the land and water for the first time with 
both an obstacle course and a paddle race ...

PATRICK CASTELLANI FRANCIS MAGNANOU DIDIER LAFITTE

Port Saint Louis du Rhône Solola Evenements Diabolo Fun



THE CONCEPT

When the middle of the obstacle course meets the Stand-up Paddle.

The originality of the Rhonman race is its innovative concept, in fact it 
combines an obstacle course and a paddle race.

The Rhonman race can run in "DELTA SPRINT" over 12 km, or "MONSTER 
DUNE" over 21 km for more seasoned competitors.
The children will participate in the event with a course that will be specially 
dedicated to them.

It will be possible to compete solo, duo or team.

Obstacle course first part
Paddle course
Natural obstacle course

Méditerranée Sea

PORT SAINT LOUIS DU RHÔNE (13)



THE PLACE

This first edition will take place at the gates of the Camargue on the beach 
Napoléon Port Saint Louis of the Rhone. Within the Regional Park of Camargue, a 
beautiful site to discover or rediscover on the occasion of this event.

Port Saint Louis du Rhone is at the extreme end of the Camargue ... And do not 
veil the face, a territory a little forgotten by all or man has always had trouble 
finding his place, because the nature there are still rights! it was the perfect place 
to set up the RHONMAN RACE!

Between sea and Rhone a long natural beach of 12 kms awaits you. At the mouth, 
the Rhone comes to meet the sea and offers us wonderful landscapes.

The mouth of Rhône

Bank EST of Rhône

Napoléon Beach / Port St Louis du Rhône (13)



THE RACE
The Monster Dune, 21 kms - 25 obstacles / Saturday, September 28, 2019

The Monster Dune is the hardest of the two. The Monster Dune will test more than your stamina, your determination and your will 
be put to the test. As you know now, the novelty is on the water with the contribution of Stand-up Paddle. The 25 obstacles offer 
you huge surprises knowing that the course is always at the edge of the water. Before crossing the finish line, we hope you do not 
suffer from any particular phobia!

The Delta Sprint, 12kms - 15 obstacles / Sunday, September 29, 2019

The Delta Sprint over a distance of 12 km is a race accessible to all. Nevertheless the 15 obstacles provided, the worn, the mud, the 
draws, the palisades and the barbed wire, thrown will give you the impression of being in an arena, during ancient Olympiads.

In conclusion, whatever you choose as a race format, you are in the m ....



THE RACE

Alone
The personal challenge par excellence, you are facing yourself in symbiosis with 
the elements.
This format is found on both races.

Duo, Relay
The principle of this race will be to adapt to the profile of each. Powerful people 
will physically do the obstacles part and their pair, the cardio part, SUP and 
running.

As a team
Up to a maximum of five, you can train your teams, and only the last time will be 
retained.



Implementing the RHONMAN RACE brand on the territory is above all a strong image of the environmental context, a 
personality and a discourse that is consistent with the "life of the territory". Faced with this challenge, our goal is to 
communicate with one voice:

TO HAVE THE RHONMAN RACE OF AN ECO-RESPONSIBLE IDENTITY, IT IS TO AFFIRM TO ALL THE DYNAMICS IN WHICH THE 
EVENT ATTENDS.

That is why, we have paid particular attention to the values to be conveyed in our communication on such an important project, 
you will discover in the eco-responsible charter the tools to take ownership of this innovative event both on the race itself, and 
on the proposals made in terms of eco-responsibility.

We have therefore developed an eco-responsible charter, for both the participants, the spectators but also the service providers
and organizers of the race.

A ÉCO-RESPONSIBLE RACE



OBJECTIVES
Our obligations





The spirit of competition, the surpassing of oneself in symbiosis with the nature, the improvement of its performances, all these 
aspects of races are systematically put forward by the "peaceful fighters" on the races of obstacles that we know traditionally.

Now offering a new racing profile, with the contribution of water sports on an extreme obstacle course, the deal changes 
dramatically.
It's an innovative approach that will move the sliders of motivation, determination, self-transcendence of each athlete.

Participate in the race and become an AFKER'S / urban dictionary definition: "far from the keyboards"

The AKFKER'S then commit themselves to agree to CHANGE their BEHAVIOR, to modify their approach both in terms of training 
and competition and on the understanding and respect for their environment, a perfect symbiosis!

"Escaping a few minutes when possible during the effort (in contact with sunlight on the skin, a small sea breeze ... a friend 
present on this unusual territory, on the wild beaches and its warm waters ...
In almost perfect conditions for a unique moment of sharing. "

THE PHILOSOPHIE



To know what you are capable of, to surpass oneself, to accomplish an effort that was not thought possible, to 
reach its limit without braking, to trust oneself in a challenge, in order to become "really us"!

Past obstacles, you will face the crossing on the river, in DELTA RHONE ... SUP on a course of 6 kms.

The lost paths of the mouth will eventually break you, marshy ponds, muddy canals, trees deposited by the 
successive floods of the mouth, the end of the race will be between rushes and reeds on 5 kms and will seduce 
the most rabid of AFKER'S.

Your calculation is accurate, 21 kms in the REGIONAL REGIONAL CAMARGUE, in this atypical territory ...
Be patient and in the meantime get ready wildly AFKER'S. . .



THE RHONMA N RACE 2019…?

We wanted to make a race that goes beyond men, that is like an open door and that leads them where they would never 
have agreed to go ... a gate just open on a wild territory.

Get out of your comfort zone

Even though this decision brings a certain level of pressure and emotional burden to the RHONMA N RACE challenge
There are moments that mark in life, goals that are fixed, each athlete finds his own playground, his little personal blank 
page, allowing everyone to develop their feelings, thoroughly obstacles or at full speed on a SUP (Stand-up Paddle).
The tension will be palpable, the wait will become unsustainable, certainly in this morning of September 2019 ...
Faces clenched despite smiles, legs hard or heavy despite the physical preparation garnered for the event.
All these sensations that all those who have come to a starting line know!

I realized with the years that these feelings are the "best things" that can know men and women in a life.
So do not hesitate, join the waves of AFKER'S that will pour on the beaches of the Camargue in September 2019.



NOMAD, OUR RACE VILLAGE

The Village Nomad will make you discover all the warmth and hospitality of the South.
It will be located on the beach of Napoleon in the municipality of PORT SAINT LOUIS du RHÔNE.

Nomad village, waves of competitors will pour on the beach every 30 minutes, to be swallowed by the obstacle course, 
all arrivals will be near the village opposite departures.
The public will be able to follow without difficulty the athletes, of the village itself and the access to the "edge of the 
course" will be possible on a nice distance by the spectators in full safety!
Everything will be done so that you can live this event live, without missing anything of what happens on the race, the 
organizers of the RHONMAN RACE 2019 have everything planned so that this moment is unique for each of you!

All kinds of activities will be proposed: fun obstacle course for minots, sensitization to unusual food around the world, 
with tasting insects, local products, "the horn of salt" (salicorne) smoothies to based on spirulines, exhibitions on the 
Camargue Regional Park, on sustainable development and nature sports.



With 20 years of existence SOLOLA EVENTS organizes the most important French 

obstacle races with its partnership with Spartan Race France. They have more than 

3,000,000 kilometers of obstacles placed on their assets!

(Stade de France, European Championship in Morzine, Circuit Paul Ricard)

We have the pleasure of having them with us.

For us, this is the best possible service provider for organizing this type of obstacle 

course. SOLOLA EVENT is specialized in the organization of sport and nature leisure.

On the 13th and 14th of January, the Solola teams managed a crazy bet: transform the 

Vieux Port of Marseille into the Ice Cross Downhill track!

340 meters long, 7m wide and several tons of ice.

SOLOLA EVENT is also working alongside the French rugby federation for the 

organization of the Beach Rugby final in Mimisan.

Finale Championnat de France de Beach Rugby

Spartan Race France

Red Bull Crushed Ice Marseille



Nautic Paddle

Oleron Stand-up Paddle Challenge

Didier Lafitte / Robby Naish

The Stand-up Paddle, which will take place on both the Mediterranean and the 

Rhone, will be organized by the DIABOLO FUN teams.

DIABOLO FUN Watersports Scool Oleron Island was born of a collective adventure, 

itself guided by a common passion, Windsurf in Oléron.

After having hosted the Funboard France Championship in 1986 with its emerging 

stars like Nathalie Lelièvre or Nathalie Simon, Diabolo Fun and Oléron are at the "hit 

parade" of national and even international spots ...

Since then, Didier Laffite, one of the founders of DIABOLO FUN organizes at the 

NAUTICAL SHOW OF PARIS the biggest event of World Stand-up Paddle.

The NAUTIC PADDLE welcomes this year 800 participants who will appreciate a real 

crossing of Paris from the Seine.

After the Seine, Didier Laffite invests the Rhône with the RHONMA N RACE for our 

greatest pleasure. 



THE PREPARATION

In the course of 2019, when the weather is fine, RHONMAN RACE's competitors, with their bibs "in their pockets", will be able to rub 
themselves against the physical preparation sessions that will be put in place by qualified physical trainers. State (HACUMESE),
competent and honed in cross training.

Native coaches from Port Saint Louis du Rhône with specific courses and exercises on obstacles set up for this purpose on 
Napoléon's beach.

Knowing the pitch perfectly, the coaches will be able to advise you on the difficulties of the race!

It will be set up as well, introductory activities to Stand-up Paddle for novices will be made available. All in a "good kid" atmosphere 
but do not doubt, the work to provide on all the workshops will allow you to take the measure of the difficulty of such an event.

All these punctual events set up around the race will be relayed by our website. The idea is to create an emulation well before the 
event, to create the AFKER'S Community, which will be able to meet, exchange and live moments of sharing which will only 
strengthen the certainties on the success of such a challenge.





castellani@rhonman-race.com

Patrick: 06.87.58.10.50

rhonman


